Latitude Software Platform Consultant

Description: TEC is seeking a highly skilled Latitude Engineer to join our team as a Software Platform Consultant. A Software Platform Consultant for TEC is an expert on one or many software packages and assists our clients in configuration, customization and optimization of the software to best fit the business needs.

 Desired Skills & Experience

The ideal candidate will be able to develop in all aspects of Latitude. This includes but is not limited to interfaces, reports, letters, and workflow. The candidate must be a self-starter as the position will be remote and must have the ability to effectively communicate with both internal and external clients on a daily basis.

- Minimum Five (5) years of experience working with the Latitude software platform
- Latitude Workflow
- Latitude Exchange
- Visual Studio
- Latitude Job Manager
- Creation of Panels in Latitude
- Creation of Custom Tables and Views in Latitude
- Stored Procedures and Triggers
- Latitude Custodian
- Latitude Software Dialer Interface
- Latitude Reporting
- Latitude Web Services
- Latitude Account Linking
- Familiarity with software development life cycles
- Knowledge of databases and database creation
- Knowledge of ETL, EDI, and data interface concepts
- Excellent verbal and written communication skills
- Strong problem solving skills
- Ability to be a self-starter and work remotely
- Ability to effectively, and directly communicate with external clients
- Ability to work on multiple projects simultaneously
- Ability to utilize tools for remote connectivity to client systems

Nice to have additional skills

- XML, Java, IIS, SQL, .Net, Cache, C#, SSIS, SSRS, Crystal Reports
- Knowledge of Additional Collections Software platforms
Education

- Bachelor’s degree in Computer Science or Information Systems or Equivalent Experience

Travel

- Willingness to travel to client sites is expected.